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1.Product Introduction

artist brushes round flat head paint brush for acrylic oil painting is a special painting tool for oil painting. Generally,
the brush holder is mostly made of wood, and the pen hair is bristle. According to the shape of the tip, it can be
divided into 12 types, such as round head, flat head, fan shape and type setting shape, respectively 1#-12# from
small to large, and there are also some large sizes. The oil brush plays a fundamental role in the process of oil
watercolor painting. A handy brush can bring fun to an artist's work. The choice of oil brush depends on the
painting technique. Brushes of different texture, shape and type have different functions.

2.Product Parameter (Specification)

The paint oil brush plays a fundamental role in the process of oil painting. A handy brush can bring fun to an artist's
work. The choice of oil brush depends on the painting technique. Brushes of different texture, shape and type
have different functions. Bristle brushes: mostly bristles, strong elasticity, strong and strong.Coloring often leaves
bristle marks that can stir up thick paint. Can rub, brush, brush, generally won't appear the phenomenon that pen
hair sticks together. Mostly used for thick brushwork texture.
Sable or badger brush: it belongs to advanced oil brush, moderate hardness, soft and uniform coloring, no brush
traces, suitable for detail depiction of the picture. Squirrel and monkey hair brushes also belong to soft hair
brushes.
Cow hair and camel hair brush: belong to soft hair brush, used for color.
Artificial brush: with mink, badger and other advanced paint brush characteristics. Artificial wool can be used to
create a variety of shapes for the brush, which can be used to both soften the area of color and paint details. But it
can not be immersed in water, its hair in water easily deformed.

3.Product Feature And Application

①Round brush: the oldest kind of oil brush. It has a blunt nib, which can be used to create more rounded and soft
strokes; A small round paintbrush can be used for line drawing, the side edge can be used for large areas of
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blurred color halo, and can be used for stippling techniques.
② Flat brushes: Flat brushes did not appear until the 19th century. Used for making broad, sweeping
strokes; Rough lines can be drawn on the side of a flat head; Turn the pen body to drag and sweep the pen, can
appear uneven thickness of the stroke.
③ Hazel brush: flat body and round head, also called "cat tongue pen". Both round head, flat two brush
characteristics, but difficult to control. It is a more elegant and fluid brush for representing curvy strokes.
④ Fan brush: it belongs to a new type of special oil brush, with sparse hair and flat fan shape. Used for sweeping
and brushing in wet painting, or to soften overly sharp Outlines. This brush is often used by artists who prefer thin
strokes. When using a fan pen for color kneading, it must be kept clean, otherwise it will hinder its dexterity.

4.Product Details:

The paint brush should be thoroughly cleaned after use every day, squeezed out the water, wrapped in a
newspaper according to the shape of the brush for use, so that your paint brush is as good as the new one every
time you draw (it is highly recommended that you use it, this is years of experience).
Finally, IT occurred to me that there was a yellow pen with a very bad paintbrush on the market, which guaranteed
that you could no longer draw any details with it after three or five days of use.


